For Immediate Release:

Award-Winning Documentarian and Renowned
Paranormal Investigator Chad Calek's
“SIR NOFACE LIVES” U.S. TOUR offers the chance for attendees to be amongst the
first to see Calek's new “SIR NOFACE” documentary,
which chronicles the Australian Government sanctioned paranormal investigation
that led to the filming of a full-body apparition, that for the
first time in history, definitively proves the existence of ghosts!

Tuesday August 29, 2017
Rialto Square Theatre – Joliet, IL
Tickets on sale this Friday at NOON!
In person at the Rialto Square Theatre box office, online at
www.rialtosquare.com Charge by phone (800) 745-3000

The “SIR NOFACE LIVES TOUR,” hosted by Award-Winning Documentary Filmmaker and WorldRenowned Paranormal Investigator Chad Calek, along with follow filmmaking and paranormal
investigation partner Justin Holstein, offers the unique opportunity to be amongst the first to see
Calek’s mind-blowing “SIR NOFACE” documentary, which chronicles the Australian Government

sanctioned paranormal investigation that led to the filming of a full-body apparition that
definitively proves the existence of ghosts!
The “SIR NOFACE LIVES TOUR also includes a “best of” evidence presentation featuring 25 years of
Calek and Holstein’s most compelling evidence, Q&A’s, and a special 2-hour VIP meet and greet and
dinner with the hosts.
“Make no mistake about it, the ‘SIR NOFACE’ footage definitely proves the existence of ghosts.
If this sounds like something you have to see to believe… I agree. You have to see SIR
NOFACE.” – Award Winning Director Chad Calek

Known for his unique visual story-telling style and his poetic narration, Calek is most-known for as the
on-screen focus and director, producer and editor of his autobiographical “AMERICAN
GHOSTHUNTER” documentary, which chronicled the Calek family’s 20-year battle with the
paranormal, including Calek’s attempt to determine if his own mother’s alleged “possession” issues
were authentic or merely a case of mistake mental illness. Released nationally in 2015 by Gravitas
Ventures, "AMERICAN GHOST HUNTER” became the only independent paranormal documentary to
ever claim the #1 chart position as the most-watched movie in America on HULU, in which “AMERICAN
GHOST HUNTER” is currently the #3 most-watched paranormal film of all-time on HULU.

Calek burst onto the national scene in 2009 as the outspoken and often censored co-star and director
of what would ultimately become a five-season run of A&E’s hit reality series “PARANORMAL STATE,”
which Calek’s on-screen popularity led to A&E producing the only spin-off special of the series,
titled “THE GHOST PROPHECIES”, which documented Calek’s unique life as the only known awardwinning professional filmmaker that also doubles as professional paranormal investigator. Not only did
Calek serve as the executive producer, director, writer, editor, post-supervisor and on-screen focus on
THE GHOST PROPHECIES, but best friend, fellow filmmaker and paranormal investigation partner
Justin Holstein also co-starred and produced the special, which drew an impressive 1.6 million viewers,
making “THE GHOST PROPHECIES" the highest-rated spin-off special of 2010.

In addition to the SIR NOFACE LIVES TOUR giving attendees a chance to see SIR NOFACE, 2017
will also see the release of Calek’s “A BLOOD RED SKY” documentary, as well as the Verizon GO90
platform release of the “GHOSTED” series, produced by Eli Roth’s Crypt TV and Hearst Digital Media,
which Calek serves as the Executive Producer and on-screen co-star.

As a paranormal investigator, Calek has spent over 25 years investigating the world’s most haunted
locations, often completely alone, in search for answers to the bizarre, the mysterious and the
unexplained. Although known for capturing some of the most compelling evidence in the history of the
paranormal field, Calek has also developed a reputation as a staunch “debunker” who has discovered
rational explanations to many of the world’s most famous paranormal legends.
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